LITERATURE CRITICISM “FOR STUDENTS”

The literature criticism references that were written expressly for students

Give your patrons the tools they need to make books and authors a meaningful part of their lives by introducing them to one of our new “For Students” literary references. These resources are specially crafted to meet the curricular needs of high school and undergraduate college students and their teachers, as well as the interests of general readers and researchers.

Each title in the series provides understandable, comprehensive explanations of the most commonly studied poems, novels, dramas, epics and short stories as identified by an advisory panel of teachers and librarians. No other literature references furnish such a high level of coverage—all written in an unassuming tone that students will welcome.

The references in Gale’s new “For Students” series provide:

• Easy-to-read discussions of themes, plots and characters
• Easy-to-understand critical essays chosen specifically for students
• Analysis of each work’s construction and historical context
• Photos, illustrations and other graphics
• And more!

Read on to find out more about the new Poetry for Students, Novels for Students, Short Stories for Students, Drama for Students, Shakespeare for Students, Shakespeare’s Characters for Students and Epics for Students. They’re sure to be a welcome addition to your school library’s reference collection!

Southeast Regional Social Studies Conference Web site (http://edla/aum.edu/stock/acss/bookreviews.html)
NOVELS FOR STUDENTS

It looks like Gale has come up with another set which is sure to be popular and useful. These essays offer students an excellent starting point and give them a solid grounding for further exploration.

– Against the Grain

Within the pages of each volume of Novels for Students, students will discover everything they need to complete homework assignments and understand and enjoy literature.

Here's what they'll find at their fingertips:
• Introductory essays that place each novel in its historical and literary context
• Easy-to-understand discussions of themes, plot and characters
• Analysis of the novel’s literary construction
• Critical commentary on the novel's significance for our times
• A literary glossary that defines difficult terms
• A chronology showing key literary events
• Illustrations and additional sources for further study
• And more!

Look for coverage of these — and other — masterpieces:
• “Pride and Prejudice”
• “My Ántonia”
• “Of Mice and Men”
• “Farenheit 451”
• “The Bluest Eye”
• “The Color Purple”
• “To Kill a Mockingbird”
• “Things Fall Apart”

About 350 pp./vol.
Order #GML01298-111087.

Order #GML01298-111088.

Order #GML01298-111631.

Order #GML01298-111632.
Price: $55.00/vol.

SHORT STORIES FOR STUDENTS

Each volume of Short Stories for Students presents vital information on approximately 20 of the most-studied short stories at the high school and undergraduate levels. The first two volumes include favorites like:
• Ray Bradbury’s “There Will Come Soft Rains”
• Truman Capote’s “A Christmas Memory”
• Amy Hempel’s “In the Cemetery Where Al Jolson is buried”
• Shirley Jackson’s “The Lottery”
• Edgar Allan Poe’s “The Fall of the House of Usher”
• And others

Short Stories for Students contains concise synopses of the story’s plot, characters and themes, along with illustrations, a brief author biography, a discussion of the story’s cultural and historical significance and excerpted criticism geared specifically towards the high school student. Researchers will also find information on media adaptations of the story, discussion questions and suggestions on what to read next. Cumulative indexes enable students to access entries via author, title, nationality and theme.

About 350 pp./vol.
Order #GML01298-111091.

Order #GML01298-111092.

Order #GML01298-111733.

Order #GML01298-111734.
Price: $55.00/vol.

POETRY FOR STUDENTS

Each volume of Poetry for Students provides analysis of approximately 20 poems that teachers and librarians have identified as the most frequently studied in literature courses. For each poem, researchers will discover:
• An overview essay
• An analysis of its construction and form
• A thematic examination
• A discussion of the poem's historical and cultural context
• Selected criticism on the poem or poet
• A brief author biography
• Sources for further study and suggested research topics
• Subject, thematic, nationality, author and title indexes

A few of the poems covered include:
• Elizabeth Barrett Browning’s Sonnet 43 (“How Do I Love Thee?”)
• Dylan Thomas’ “Do Not Go Gentle Into That Good Night”
• Matsuo Basho’s “Falling Upon Earth”

About 350 pp./vol.
Order #GML01298-111089.

Order #GML01298-111090.

ISBN 0-7876-2724-0.
Order #GML01298-112251.

Order #GML01298-112252.
Price: $55.00/vol.
DRAMA FOR STUDENTS

Gale continues its fine tradition... the competent and thorough provision of information coupled with a one-stop shopping format recommend this for public and undergraduate collections.

– Library Journal

Drama for Students features coverage of 15 to 30 of the plays most frequently studied in literature classes. In three volumes you’ll find such classics as:
• Samuel Beckett’s “Waiting for Godot”
• David Mamet’s “Glengarry, Glenn Ross”
• Arthur Miller’s “Death of a Salesman”
• Ntozake Shange’s “for colored girls who have considered suicide when the rainbow is enuf”
• And others

Each detailed, illustrated entry provides:
• An overview
• A brief biography
• An annotated character list
• A discussion of principal themes
• Excerpted critical commentary on various facets of the play
• And much more

About 350 pp./vol.
Order GML01298-111084.
Order GML01298-111085.
Order GML01298-112279.
Order GML01298-112280.
Price: $55.00/vol.

EPICS FOR STUDENTS

This new reference Epics for Students is designed to provide students and other researchers with a guide to understanding and enjoying the epic literature that is most-studied in classrooms. In this first volume, look for coverage of epics from a variety of cultures and time periods, including:
• “The Aeneid”
• “Beowulf”
• “Song of Roland”
• “The Divine Comedy”

Each entry includes:
• An introductory essay
• Biographical information on the author
• A plot summary
• An examination of the epic’s principal themes
• An annotated list of characters and in-depth studies of main characters
• An analysis of the epic’s meaning and construction
• A discussion of the historical context of the time period during which the epic was written
• Representative criticism with bibliographic citations and explanatory annotations

ISBN 0-7876-1685-0.
Order GML01298-111086.
Price: $65.00.

SHAKESPEARE’S CHARACTERS FOR STUDENTS

Will be an important addition to public and high school libraries.

– Booklist/Reference Books Bulletin

Covering every character in all of Shakespeare’s 38 plays, this resource provides comprehensive summaries that focus on characters’ actions, motivations, moral dilemmas, developments and other aspects of characterization typically studied by high school and undergraduate college students.

Arranged by play, each chapter is divided into four distinct sections that make it easy for students to draw comparisons between characters — analysis frequently required in literature courses:
• An act-by-act summary of the play
• A “Modern Connections” discussion
• Character descriptions ranging from 25 to 1,500 words
• A further reading list

The essential companion to Shakespeare for Students, Shakespeare’s Characters for Students also features an introductory essay on Shakespeare’s life, career and principal works. Students can also find what they need to know quickly and easily with the help of a character/title index.

Order GML01298-110665.
Price: $65.00.
The “For Students” line - student friendly and easy to use

The “For Students” line – student friendly and easy to use

Lines 9-10: Lines 9-10 form the only sentence that is not a question. Hughes implies that although neglecting dreams may yield varied and unpredictable harms, one thing is certain: deferred dreams weigh one down physically and emotionally as heavily as a load of bricks.

Line 11: Hughes sets off and initiates this line to emphasize the larger consequences of mass dissatisfaction. Though this line is a question like those above, here the poet implies that an explosion may occur, baring in killing those in the vicinity of the explosion as well as the inflamed individual. Hughes is implying that whereas the dream deferred primarily weighs on, adores, batters, and saddens the formal dreamer, eventually the epidemic of frustration will hurt everyone.

Themes

American Dream

Since 1955 has a capitalist economic system, the “American dream” often refers to acquiring wealth and to the joys that wealth can provide: houses, cars, luxury foods, and so on. The poet wants to reflect on one of the most important themes of life: the notion of America as a country with abundant individuals and a people who live in harmony. People often suggest to Americans something about themselves that is unique or distinctive, and the American dream is often the realization of a unique or distinctive dream.

Through the poem “Dream Deferred”, he explores the theme of deferred dreams and the consequences that result from not pursuing them. He emphasizes the idea that dreams are important to an individual’s well-being and that society should support their pursuit.

GIVES STUDENTS ACCESS TO IN-DEPTH INFORMATION ON SOME OF THE GREATEST NOVELS OF OUR TIME

Categories

Themes

RESEARCH SUGGESTIONS

HELP STUDENTS DEVELOP TOPICS FOR PAPERS

Research Suggestion 1: Explore the ways in which the characters in the novel are affected by the social and political context of the time. How do these factors shape their actions and decisions?

Research Suggestion 2: Analyze the use of symbolism in the novel. How do these symbols contribute to the themes of the story?

Research Suggestion 3: Investigate the role of technology in the story. How do these changes impact the characters and their relationships?

Historical Context

Harlem, of this poem’s title, is a famous area of New York City. It has been one of the country’s largest African-American populations since the first World War. In 1920s it was the setting of a gathering of artists and intellectuals, now known as the Harlem Renaissance because it witnessed American’s surge in active productions, in music, dance, film, literature, and art. Harlem had been a final goal for many African Americans who had been either born free or had claimed freedom after the American Civil War. The 1920s was a decade of great cultural and economic growth for African Americans. However, this growth was not without its challenges, as racism and discrimination continued to exist.

During World War II, from 1941 to 1945, African Americans became the most integrated nation in the United States. This change was significant, as it marked the beginning of the end of legal segregation and the beginning of the Civil Rights Movement.

As the call for a new racial order United States grew, however, another voice was also growing, that of the threat of fascism. World War II saw an increase in the number of African Americans who were working in the factories and skilled trades, as well as in the military, which provided a sense of identity and pride.

Thus, the World War II was instrumental in creating a sense of African American pride, which led to the Civil Rights Movement and the eventual end of segregation and discrimination.
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